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Peace Fast Members DebateWas It SpiritualOr Political?
By Jay Doolan

Pope Paul VI, President Johnson, H 0 Chi Minh, Premier Ky, and U Thant will
be the recipients of a letter jointly composed and signed by the participants in the
"Fast for Peace" exercise observed last week. The fast, "an act of penitence for
the war in Vietnam," included 33 mem bel's of the Fairfield community, At a formal meeting of the peace rasters. held on Friday under the chairmanship of Mr.
Walter J. Petry, Jr.: ~iscussion
focused on the spiritual and
political motives of each partlcipant and the conflicting views
between some members.

Ray Egatz '69 explains to Mr. .Iohn Kolakowski why his IMt
w~ .Ii poUUcal gesture. Looking on are I'lr. Leo O'Connor and
Fr. .James Murphy.

Debate arose over a phrase
contained in a proposed letter
to President Johnson drafted
by Mr. Petry. The phrase.
which reads, "We the undersigned faculty and students of
Fairfield University Identify our·
selves with the repeated caUs
of Paul VI for peace in Vietnam," was not spiritually suffl-

Fairfield Hosts Committee
For Decade Accreditation
Earlier this week Fairfield University played host to the accrediting commit·
tee from the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The
evaluating team was headed by Dr. George R. He~ly, Dean of Faculty at Bate.s
College. Other members of the group were: Fr. Vmcent McQuade,. a.S.A., PresIdent of Merrimack College; Dr. Ernest Thompson, De~n of Ezra ~tlles College of
Yale University' Dr. John Lobb, Professor of EconomIcs and SOCIOlogy at Mount
Holyoke Colleg~; Dr, Edward F. Callahan, Director of Social Studies at the College
of the Holy Cross; and, Dr. Pearl Rosenstein, Director of Graduate Studies at
Southern Connecticut State College,

Counteraction Group
Offsets Peace Fast
"To offset last week's Peace
Fast, we have dmwn up a petition for those who believe In
the necessity of the Vietnam
War," according to Ralph
Kister, one of Ihree student organizers. The petition can be
signed loday and tomorrow at
lunch and dinner hours in Ihe
Campus Center lobby.
Mr. Kister explained that he
"considers the fast as a political
move to embarrass the President's position In Vietnam. The
petition will be a visible sign
of unity of those for the war."
The petition, drawn up by
Mr. Kister, Gordon Haesloop
and Paul Kemezis, will read,
"We the undersigned, realize;
I. The necessity of the present
coml"1l.tment of the government
of tne United States in Vietnam
and support the war; and support; II. The pursuance of a
reasonable solution to the war
In the best interests of the free
people of the Republic of South
Vietnam and international security in the face of Communist
aggression in Southeast Asia."
Gordon Haesloop, the presi·
dent of the Republican Club,

stated that, "we had to do
something since we recognized
the political Implications, the
form and substance, of the fast
as a pacifist demonstration."

A school Is eligible for accreditation after three classes
have graduated. Fairfield first
received its accreditation In
1953. The University's progress
should have been ~vlewed In
1963, but due to the number
of new schools to be Investigated and a backlog of other
schools, It was postponed for
two years. Last year, Fr. McInnes, S.J., ~sldent of Fair·
Continued on Page 8

dent for some, who protested
its political implications.
Prayer Faat
Rev. f'r. ,fames M. Murph~'.
S.J., stated that for hbn the
"fast was one of pra.)'er." "1
fasted as a. form of pra)'er to
the Lord," Fa.ther sa.Id. "there·
fore God should be me.nt1oned
IioOffiewhere In the letter,"
A proposal to send the letter
to Pope Paul instead of President Johnson was made by
Senior George Deren. "We are
for peace," he said, "not against
anything." "A letter to the
President will be taken as pollUcal. Is it feasible on this campus?" he Q.uestioned.

Political Peace
Others felt differently. Sophomore Raymond Egatz stated
that, "Peace Is poUtlcal." He
joined the fasters in order to
participate in something he believed in on a nationwide scale.
Som agreed that the fast was,
In nature, both spiritual and
political, though the original, invltational letter slated that the
action, "was not a political
manifestation."
Throughout tbe proceedlngs
::\lr, Petry emphaa!zed the noo·
esslty that the &Toup reach a.
UllanlmoulI decision - "We did
rll.8t lL8 a ltfOUP; we mWlt arrive

at a. declflloD &8. tp"OUp."
Mr. Petry explained he obtained the idea for such a
"Peace Fast" from the Nation·
al Committee of ClergyDIM aDd
Laymen Concerned About Vietnam. a JUdeo-Christian inlerfaith organization.

Catholic Statement
Leo O'Connor, faculty
member, proposed that the
group disassociate themselves
from the national organization.
"We are associated with the
Pope as Catholics," he stated.
"The letter is a public statement by Catholics."
Arter minor debating, a vote
was taken and an unanimous decision was reached to disassociate the Fairfield Chapter from
the nalonal organization. This
was done in order to show that
the fast was a non-political RCtlon directed toward humanllarian ideals.
A unanimous vote was counted
to Include the discussed phrase,
and to send letters, not only to
President Johnson, but also to
Pope Paul VI and the other.>.
As faculty member Dr. James
F. Farnham explained about
the Intention of the fasters,
"There was a unity within the
group, but a diversity of motlvation."
Mr.

WEEKEND HIGHLIGHT

EI'ecfion Date Change

Cited By Amendment
An amendment which would
change the time of the Student Government elections from
May to March was recently
passed by the Government legislature. The Amendment, with
its proposed changes, wlll be
open to acceptance or rejection
by the student body when they
~'ote upon It later thIs month.
The formal amendment 10 the
Government Constitution reads
as follows:" All elections for ex·
ecutive officers shall take place
during the first and second
weeks of March (Such date to
be detennined by the chairman
of the Election Committee of
the Legislature)."
In a N!Cent interview wtth
Kevin McGovern, Government

president, stated that he felt
that the amendment·s proposal
was an "excellent Idea," because the election and inauguration of the olficers would not
occur during the second semester examination period.
Commenting further, he noted
that the change offered a number of other benefits for the new
officers. It allowed them the
summer to form their policies,
a period of training under the
old administration and an opportunity 10 balance the books.
Besides these positive beneftts, Mr. McGovern also gave
one negative aspect - the problem that the Senior class would
be without representation duro
Ing its last few weeks.

.JAY AND THE AMERICANS wtll be featured thb Saturday
night a8 the number one 'attrnctlon of the Mardi Qraa 'fI1

'age

THE

Two

Misguided Hunger
The STAG highly commends the
moral fiber and conviction of
those who last week fasted for
peace. The sacrifice of these men
admirably attests to their maturity and sincerity, But, at the same
time, we criticize the inept leadership which created confusion
and disillusionment in these men.
as well as in the entire student
body.
After three days of fasting,
fifty minutes of heated discussion
were necessary to determine a
unified purpose for this fasting,
Organizational meetings were, in
the past, held before an event,
not after - is there any excuse
for this change?
The organizers claimed that
this fast was a non-political manifestation - what, then, was it?
Was it a religious expression, as
many believed? On a Catholic
campus, one would expect to find
prayer and Mass included in any
religious expression. One would
also expect that a religious function would be directed to God,
and if petitions are drawn, they
would be sent to a religious
leader,
But the absence of any reference to God and the drafting of a

letter to President Johnson only
cast doubts on this supposition.
The affiliation with the National
Committee of Clergymen and
Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, an organization that has
made political manifestations,
and the invocation of such politicians as Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy and Sen. Wayne Morse,
only strengthen this doubt,
Some considered the fast a
totally political manifestation, a
view denied in the original announcement. But as cited above,
these felt that they had serious
enough reasons for this position
and, in fact, these participants
functioned as arbitrators at the
final meeting.
Both parties went into the fast
with deep convictions. We respect
these men. But we denounce the
leadership for creating confusion.
The fast, which was to be a communal sacrifice, was tarnished by
the dichotomy and factionalism
which resulted.
The reason for the postpone·
ment of the organizational meeting is understandable; but we
cannot see why the leadership
did not postpone the fast until
its true purpose could be determined.

Let's Go Stags!
Tonight Fairfield will make its
long awaited return to Madison
Square Garden,
This is an excellent opportunity
to show our basketball prowess
to fans in America's biggest city.
It is also an opportunity to spread
the name of the University and

its students.
New York City is the home of
the N.I.T, We hope that the students' conduct both during and
after the game wilJ reflect favorably upon our team and school.
Let's show New York what real
Stag spirit is like.

Handle With Care

The Youth Interracial Council
is presently submitting an application to the Fairfield University
Student Government for the purpose of coming under its auspices.
We, THE STAG, feel that it
should not be approved.
Any organization desiring to
come under the Student Government must submit a constitution
and meet the requirements outlined in the Student Handbook.
If the Student Government authorizes the organization, it is
then entitled to request budgetary funds and also has the right
to connect its name with that of
the University Student Body.
When a club or organization
applies for such privileges, the
Student Government is obliged to
take a long, hard look for the
sake of the students as a whole.
The Youth Interracial Council's
aims are to aid in bringing social
justice and welfare through tutoring, panel discussions, and folksinging groups, and to foster the
civil rights movement.
A twofold problem arises here.
First, shOUld any part of the students' money (including the four
dollar and fifty cent Activities
Fee) be delegated to an organization which is a proponent of a
view which may not be that of
the majority of the Student
Body? Second, should the name
of the University's student group
be allowed to be associated with
the Youth Interracial Council,
which is steadfast on such a delicate political and social point as
civil lights?

The Y.I.C. does not represent
the total concensus of student
opinion concerning welfare, integration in education, interracial
marriage, and the civil rights
movement in general. We do not
question what the,. .land for, but
should people be led to believe
that they represent the students
of Fairfield University on such a
controversial matter? This is especially important since they are
so admittedly convinced of their
point of view. Therefore, we feel
that they should not be given
student funds and the use of the
University's students' name to
spread their ideals.
This holds true for any campus
organization purporting a specific
social or political viewpoint. For
example, consider the Republican, Democratic, and Conservative clubs.
If the Student Government
gives these priveges to the Y.I.C.
it would be setting a precedent, and would have to allow
other organizations that are proponents of ideals on the touchiest
of subjects to receive the right to
the students' funds and name.
The effects of anythinj{ done
in the name of Fairfield University must be borne by all the
students. Therefore, in the best
interests of the Student Body,
we ask that the Youth Interracial
Council's apulication not to be
approved and that this or~aniza
tion not be brou2'ht under the
auspices of the Student Government.

STAG

Letters To The Editor
Peace Corps PraIse

The Reason Why

To the Editor;
I'm writing this letter out of a personal enthusiasm (being a graduate of
Fairfield, Class of 1964) which has resulted from the tremendous response
that was given to the Peace Corps
during the campus recruiting visit of
the week of January 9th.
With the help of Tim McManus '68,
and Paul Buecker '68, the recruiting effort was very successful as :3 Fa1rfI.eld
seniors applIed to the Peace Corps.
Percentage-wise, this is an extremely
high number of applicants which puts
Fairfield near the top of the list in
Peace Corps recruiting this year.
As a returned Peace Corps voluntC!er
I have great conviction In the value of
the PeaCe Corps experience and I'm
personally impressed with the increasing
Interest In the Peace Corps at Fairfield.
Sincerely,
101m P. Moab, Ir. '6f,
Peace Corps Recruiting Officer

BIoocI And Guts?

To the Editor;
We the undersigned faculty and students of Fairfield University Identify
ourselves with tbe repeated calls of
Paul VI for peace in Vietnam - including IUs most recent Ash Wednesday
prayer for "negotiations for a just and
stable peace." We have testified to our
conviction of the pressing need for
peace by observing a three day fast.
Craig S. O'Connell, Michael J. Counihan, Aylward T. Powers, Howard M.
Somma, Robert 1.. Berters, George E.
Deren, Jeffrey J. Darling, Anthony L.
LaBruzza, Raymond Bertrand, S.J.,
Bernard D. McGrane, William J. Raymond, Andrew J. Deering, Jay F. Donnaruma, Raymond A. Faber. Stefan V.
Kobasa, Royal W. Rhodes, Edward carlson, Gary Kwiatkowski, Donald B. Johnson, John D. McCann, James DeFronzo,
Walter J. Petry, Jr., John Boland, Ro~
ert R. Ruddock, John G. Kolakowski,
Richard C. Otto, James J. AJstrum
Richani E. Elliot, Jr., Leo E. O'Connor,
Richani Downey, Lawrence Kazura,
Peter Holzmeister, James M. Murphy,
S.J.

To the Editor;
In regard to the notices of a retreat
given by Father Bonn, S.J., I would like
to pose this question. It would seem
to me that any retreat promising "hard
hitting piety" only for "people with
guts" Is a contradiction within Itself and
completely unrelated to the Ecumenical
spirit of the contemporary Roman
catholic OlUrch. This concept of a retreat was viable in the time of Jonathan
Edwards, but can hardly be considered
beneficial today.
A true retreat should emphasize ChrIstian SPIRIT and EDUCATION. Modern
concepts in theology would be brought
up and discussed. The talks would be
geared to the participants IDtelleetuai
and not his emotional feelings.
"Hellfire." "blood" and "guts" are not
needed to approach Christ; maybe a
little love would do, or Is that a "soft
silly effeminate approe.ch"?
Yours truly,
£Obert DebleJ' '89

Lost MaD?
To the Editor:
TIle foUowlDg is 110 copy of • ielUI'
&ent to Father MclnDes, dated OCtober
SO, 1966, concel'1l1llg the adioIu the
St.udent Go\'el'Dmeat is ~ OD die
prolJ08&l of coeducation.

Dear Father McInnes:
I would like to Inform you at this
time, that at your suggestion, the Student Government will be responsible
for the question of co-educatlon here at
Fairfield. To this end, the Government
wiD appoint a committee to Invetltlgate
this matter.
This study may be In conjunction with
the Sociology Department of the University and Jf this is the case, the pr0.posed deadline of March 16, 1967, may
have to be slightly extended.
Sincerely.
Revill B. Me(]ovem
President of Student Government

&tab1lIbed 1919
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Keppler Lecture Tonight
On Camera Techniques
By Fred Helseeftbuttel
Victor Keppler, director of
the Famous Photographers
School In Westport and a world·
renownC'd tlgure in the photographic tleld. will lecture on
"What The Camera Can and
Cannot Do" tomorrow at 8 p.m.
In thl! campus Center Lounge.
Mr, Keppler's lecture is
scheduled in conjunction with
two photography exhibits which
opened at the Campus Center
on Monday and will continue
untO February 26. The exhibi·
tlons, ''Talent Showcase" and
"Houses of Worship" are comprised of the photographs of
award-winning Famous Photographers S c h 001 students
from the United Statl'S and

Holland
Photo Contest
Mr. Keppler's appearance at
Fairfield will also mark the
beginning of a photography contest, sponsored .by Famous
Photographers School, for the
graduate and undergraduate
students of the University, First
prize in the contest Is a $600
scholarship to the Famous Photographers School and second
and third prizes will consist of
photography equipment to be
donated by a local camera shop.
I'loU5taebe and Clgar
Mr. Keppler has been famous
in the world of phologhaphy
since 1928, when he received
his first important assignment
10 creale black-and-white photu-

Stags, Coeds Discuss
'Christian Living'
Twenty·five students from
Manhattanvllle College, Marymount College and Fairfield
Univel'Sity took part in a W~k
..lid hi Christian Living at Man1-e!>11 Retreal House in Ridgefield, Connecticut. This event
wns jointly sponsored by Manhatlanvllle College and the Student Government of Fairfield.
rr. John Hollohan, S.J., of Fairfield, acted as Spiritual Director for the group.
.\lodern ChrisUlul
The purpose 01 the weekend
was to discuss pertinent problems concerning the roIl'S of
Christianity and the Christian
in the world today.
According to Paul Greele)',
Student Government Vice PresIdent, ''The weekend provided
all with the opportunity to voice
their ideas on Christianity and
to receive in return a clew-er
perspective of what their roles
as Christians are in the world
today."
'Three students from Notrl'!
Dame University in South
Bend, Indiana, who helped to
originate this idea of a study
weekend in Christianity. look
part to aid in the practical
aspects of the weekend.
The weekend, the first of
its kind held at Manresa, Is
flOt a completely new concept.
It has been at Notre Dame,
Syracuse, Michigan State, the
University -of Michigan. Lc
Moyne, and Yale.
Three students from Manhattanville CoUege, Miss Kathy
Conan '68. Miss Peg Muscrlian

'68, and Miss Dee Dee Postl~
waite '68 coordin;lted the val'ious aspecU of the weekend
and, according to Mr, Greeley,
"were instrumental in it~ liUCcess:'
Those attending from Fail',
field included: George Hausel'
'67, Anthony LaBruzz8 '67.
Paul Bueker '68, Arnold Lettieri '68. Richard Downe)' '68,
Timothy McManus '68, Robert
McCann '68. Paul Greeley '68
Robert Dehler '69, Kevin Do-herty '69, Thomas Moylan '69,
Dominic Cusimano '69, and
Robert Cunningham '69.

graphs for the Raleigh Cigarette
Company. Mr. Keppler is known
Cor his controversial Jerry
Colonna Moustache and his
ever present elgar, which ne...er
seems to be lit.
The student photography contest was originally the Idea of
Fr. McInnes, S.J, It was work·
ed out through the auspices
of Mrs. Audrey G. Thompson,
Director of Special Events for
the University, who planned
both the contest and the lecture in conjunction with Mr.
Keppler.
Mr. Keppler has always been
eager to work with students
in the hope that much unde...eloped talent may be discovered and brought to its full
capacity. It Is hoped that there
will be enthusiastic student
support of, and participation in
the contest and exhibition.
The lecture, which Is a presentation of the University's
Bellannine Seri('s, and the
photography exhibits are open
to the publlc free o( charge.

Victor Keppler

Fitzgerald Heads Office
By WIIUIIIlI O'Brien
Mr. Thomas A. FitzGerald,
Jr" a 1963 cum laude graduate
of Fairfield University, has assumed the position of director
of financial aid at the University. according to the Very
Re.... William C. McInnes, S.J..
Uni\>ersity president.

Mr. FitzGerald slated in an
interview that his position has
been created to maintain a
central office to coordinate aU
student financial aid. Aid is now
determined by computer in conjunction with the Parents' Confidential File and availability of
funds. Mr. FitzGerald is pres-

Who Will It Be?

Queen Of Mardi Gras '67'
One of these lovelY young
ladies will reign as Queen of
..the best Mardi Gras evel',"
accolning to Brian MeCllrthy,
chah'111an of the Queen's Contest.
The young lady selected by
the panel of faculty judges as
Queen will be crowned by Miss
Connecticut, Carole Ann Gelish,
Friday evening at th(' Long~hore Country Club.
The Queen's escort will re~celve a free package deal and
all the finalists will recch'e a
corsage. courtes)' of Mardi
Grill; '67.
The five .finalists wel't' chosen
by the studen I body i II a recen t
poll.

Miss Deirdre Clune, escorted
by Raymond Rogers '69, is a
5' 6W' sophomore at Sacred
Heart University in Bridgeport.
Miss Clune has black hair and
blue-green eyes and Is a tesldent of the town of Fairfield,
A part-time student at New
Haven College, Miss Loretta
Goulet will be escorted by
Kevin Minco '69. She is employed as a Quality Assurance
Technician at Vitramon in Monroe and Is interested In sculpture and drama. Miss Goulet Is
20 years old and has brown
hair and blue eyes.
Miss Katie Houghton, escorted by Mark Famlof 70, Is a
freshman at Manhattanville
College. Mis.'l Houghton Is 18

Katie Houpton

years old and hails from Milwaukee. She is 5' 7" and has
brown hair and hazel eyes,
An 1.8 yeul' olel freshman
journalism major at Syracuse
University, Miss Valerie John·
son will be ('scorted by Ted
Coia '69. Miss Johnson is 5'6",
has blondt' hall' and bluc eyes,
and comes from Wethersfield,
Connecticut.
l\1i,;s Maureen McNeil, escorted by Richard H('nnessy '70.
is a freshman at Albertus Magnus College. Miss McNeil is
5'4" and has light brown hair
and blue eyes. A native of Concord, Massachusetts, she Is interestt'd In painting and is one
of the 10 Best Dressed freshmen al Alherlus MaWltlS,

LorrUa Goulet

ently engaged in studying monetary l-eSOUI'CeS and Interviewing
students in his office in the
gymnasiwn.
Mr. FitzGerald, who has a
B.B.A. degree in accounting
from Fairfield and an LL.B.
from New York University
School of Law, will be responsible for the coordination of the
university's financial aid programs SUCh as scholarships, National Defense Education Act
loans, equal oPPOrtunity grants,
and the college work study
program.
The new director's previous
experience includes positions as
assistant comptroller of the
Mell-opolis County Club in
White Plains, accountant junior with the C.P.A. flnn of
Goldenberg and Goldenberg in
New York City and with 80nolone Corporation in Elmsford;
and as assistant to the comp-troller of Murray Hill Travel
Service in New York.
During his undergraduate
years at Fairfield he was a
member of the Honor Society
and served as business manager
and treasurer of various student
organizations. In law school.
Mr. FitzGerald was a member
of the student board of tht'
Moot Court.

Valerie .lohMl'Kl
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A. P A. All :Jhe Wag!
Have you ever heard of the A.P.A. (Association of Producing Artists)-Phoenix Repertory Company? This group presents a continuing repertory of five great
plays at the Lyceum Theater on West Forty-Fifth Street. Their plays are so good
nnd the quality of their productions so fi ne that it is impossible to go wrong by attending any of their presentations. One of their plays is Sheridan's "The School for

Gossip also figures in another
of the plays, "Right You Are,"
PirandeUo's fascinating comedy
about perspectives on reality. In
this one, the household of a
government official is all agog
over the sequestered old lady
next door. They force her into
telling of her tragic life and
are satisfied. Thereupon her
son-in-law pays them a visit and
tells them she is mad and not
to be believed; alter he leaves,
the old lady returns and says
lhe same thing of her son-inlaw. Ferreting out who is
"right" becomes the main Interest of the family and the
play.
The play was written fiftY
vears ago in a drawing room
idiom for Its comic parts with
beautifully integrated toUches
of the Greek for Its tragic ones.
Despite certain f1.aws of obviousness and unnec6Slll'Y repetition.
it still delights, stimulates and
touches in a vibrantly theatrical
manner. The production values
arc juSt about perfect, and the
show is not to be missed.
Ibsen's "'The Wild Duck," a
self-&atiricaJ. yet poetical and
sad. portrait of an idealist is
also being done. This time
though. the perfonnancc has
not quite settled itself out. ]t
starts out with some brilllant
new conceptions of the charaeters, buL the new ideas bog
down into contradictions and
conventionalities as the play
goes on. Still, it is an exciting
production. sure to improve as
the company continues to perfonn It.
R.c-61tering the repertory this
month and next will be a superb
production of the Pulitzer Prize
comedy "You Can't Take It
With You," (a production containing the most convincingly
played bad love scene ] have
ever seen); and Erwin Plscator's line epic theatre adoption
of ''War and Peace."
Student discount tic k e t s,
priced at two dollarS, are available for all performances; to
buy one, simply present an I.D.
at the box office. There is no
better theatre buy In New York.

ARNOLD'S
PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPliES
SUNDRY NEEDS
FaimeJd Shopping Cent.r

The Flicks:
By Paul Keme&b

An Explanation
1 wiJI try to explain this un-

named style around a core of
three mms: "Becket", "Lawrencc of Arabia", and "Doctor
Zhivago". We start with either
an historical figure or a fictional
character belonging to a dramatic historical period. We
make an intensely psychological study of him, based on
an excellent piece of literature.
The cast will be Anglo-American with the greater bulk of
the talent English. We tend to
de-emphasize the historical to
get at the person - "Khartuom" could be a jWlior member here, but all was sacrifi<:ed
for the sake of facts. In compensation however. we do include a number of brilliant.
sweeping scenes to create the
mode of the particular life and
times, Lawrence's deserts and
Zhivago's Russia for example.
The sets ana camera work present a very rich background
which is highly unpbony. 'There
are many other similarities in
this group of fUms including the
acclaim which they received
from the public. Now where
I go out on a limb is 1) saying
that these movies were a
cogent. connected "wave'" of
cinema, and 2) saying that "A
Man For All seasons" is the
legitimate heir. and. up to now,
ultimate perfection of this
st)'le.

Ralph K.ilUr

"OONCERNING TliOSE WHO TfiOUGHT TO FAST"

Recently. a few of our student body and faculty have taken
part in a three day "Fast for Peacc' ill Vietnam", AIU10Ugh the
fast aione was a sign of personal courage for those who sincerely
undertook it, IT WAS ESSE.""TlALLY A l'USLEADlNG "HAP.
PEXL"'iO" WIDell. BY TIlE L.""ITlAL AIM STATED IN ITS
X.-\.NIFESTO, CONTRADICTED ITS "NOT A POLITICAL

Hosannas For 'Man'
"A Man For All SCasons" is
a well nigh perfect movie. 1 find
that the usual reviewer's job of
pointing out strengths and
weaknesses in individual perfonnanccs and technical achieve.
mCDts becomes a long list of
"hosannas". Asswning that you
already know something of the
Thomas More story, and since
a list of congratulations should
not stand alone, I will fl.rst develop a system of sorts to judge
the whole business against.
Alter applauding everybody, I
think that some of the greatness of "A Man For All Seasons" can be explained by the
fact that it is the cumulation of
a certain style of fllms that has
developed In recent years.

8)'

"""""', ","'"""",,"' , "

By Vi.D.cellt Curcio

Scandal" 'This viaion of Eighteenth Century London high
society, gossiping itself into
naughty ruin, is being acted
with great vitality and wit by
a cast which includes Helen
Hayes, Rosemary Harris and
Ellis Rabb, among others. T1ae
players are so good that through
their theatrical witchery even
the play's flawed parts seem
fresh and somehow worthwhile.
In fact., the production's only
faults are Its ingenue and sets.
neither of which are gay
enough.

Another Look

with More facing a world and
times gone mad. The essence
of lhe characler Is unveiled in
SCCrK!S 1x!fore courts or parliament, or on the execution block
as much as at home and with
friends.
Paul Scofield as Sir Thomas
Is truly (hosanna) magnificent.
As advertised. he must be a
man for all seasons; the shcwdest of lawyers, a tender father.
husband, and friend, an extremely graceful wit. and an in·
telligent martyr orating his indignation after be I n g condemned, When he has finished,
you have met a species of man
previously only read about, the
completely rounded Renaissance
humanist.
But there Is something terribly modem (or Is It universal?) about this man, Thomas
More. And not withstanding
this scribbling above about the
"historical man", it is Scofield's acting that puts it across.

Secondary Role.
The supporting roles are
(hosanna) excellently done. We
have Robert Shaw as the king.
Wendy Hiller as More's wife.
Susannah York as his daughter,
and Orson Welles as Cardinal
Wolsey. But no one secondary
role predominates. and Sc0field is unmistakeably the center
of attraction. even when 0«sere e n. Vanessa Redgrave
earned every bit of the acclaim
she received for three minutes
as Anne Boleyn.
!be entire busJness of putting
a stage play OD the screen has
been (hosanna) perfected Although most concessions made
are to the stage. "A Man For
All seasons" remains a monumental pieee of movlemaklng.
1llCre are long stationary dialogues: there is a fortunate lack
of extensive travelogue. TIle
weight of the movie rests on the
script; and the settings. good as
they are, are basically stage
props. Yet the movie is ne\'er
stagy, as for example "Virginia
Woolf". Here I credit the direction all d f I I m editing.
which never allow a wasted
word or action: and in exactly
two hours tells the enUre tale.

Peraonal Side

A P.rfeet Film

In "1\ Man For All Seasons".
we are presented with a pl5Ychological picture of St. Thomas
More. and fortunately it Is one
based on the public rather than
the prlvate man. When you
make movies of great men of
history you naturally tend towards their personal Uves to
create drama; however, when
you are done, how much of the
historical f1.gure is left? The
personal side of Thomas More
in the movie is reduced to a
number of subplots including
his loss of friendship with the
king. The main argument Is a
metaphysical and moral one.

But back to mY thesis of the
un-named wave: "A Man For
All Seasons" improves on the
style of the fI.lms I mentioned
above, but does not deviate. It
is the same blstorical drama
done by a bunch of Englishmen
with the same rich quaUty. But
it is more concise, It avoids unnecessary scenery, it is psychological but not puzzling, and
Its history Is rather authentic.
Its parentage aside. though, the
ntm is perfect because the
actors. the public, the story,
the producers, Jupiter. and
Saturn all happened to collide
the right way.

MA..,,"-':FESTATION" STATE)IENT. And, by this contradiction, it
was aimed at nothing more than a gesture TO EMBARR.".SS THE
IDro'TED STATES POSITION IN Vu:rNA.~.

When we seriously look at the manifesto of the fast and
the news release written by Mr, Rhodes conccrning the fm. we
easily see that it was not a fast for peace in general nor a stated
religiously orientated fast - but a fast which was speciJically
aimed at th(' connict in Vietnam by what Mr, Rhodes quotoo
as an "act of penitence" for the war and which resulted in the
composition of a lettp.r for peace, scnt primarily to President
Johnson who is a political leader and shall accept the letter as
such.
Concerning ourselves with the letter which was drafted by the
peace fasters, we see that is was a compromise of those who
undertook the fast for religious motives and those who did it for
political ones, The manifesto for the fast and the STAG artid£'
concerning the fast made It obviously politically motivated - but
those who felt that the fast should have been religious forcoo
a compromise.
A few choice quotes from their debate show the confusion
which characterized their letter drafting meeting:
Fr. J. Murphy: "I fasted as a form of prayer to the Lord,"
Mr. Petry; "How can you be for peace and not against war:'
R. Egatz: "Peace is politieal."

Mr. Petry: "But as a group we mus.t make a decision so that
everyone can sign."
From thl!; meetlng ClUlte their leiter, comprom1Aed so lbat
IlII oould sIgn. II mention!! Vietnam tor Ihe poUt1eotI and Ihe Pope
Cor the religious.
But no matter how vague they kept tbeir letter. no matter
how much of a compromise their IC!Uer was. the fast was initially
presented to the student body through their manifesto and Mr,
Rhodes' article as a political manifestation. And, because of this.
it lost its altruism and became nothing more than another plea
to halt the Vietnam conflict when all the pickets and the petitions
have failed. It was, in effect, a last gasp by those opposed to the
war. motivated to embarrass our govemment into yielding to their
aims.
But what 1 cOJUllder !oJ be m08t unCortullate ooncemiDg this
fast is that becall8e of Its manlpulaUon b)' poUtica.I orglUllzien, It
became, becaa5e 11 It!! ver)' quaal-secnlCl)' up to tbe dale of the
tul, ...d Its manifesto's political o\'erfone, ... CS'ltlodoa of tboee
01 us who rea.lbe and belicwe in OW' e.ortll la ~J1 aDd l.a,

....,..

We would have readily joined a fast which, as an expression
of a Catholic unh·ersity. would have bec!n aimed at seeking the aid
of Quist in the seareh for peace in a world tom by constant war;
and which would have followed the words of Olrist, therefore
needing no letter other than God's knowledge of our fast:
But thou, when thou fastest, anoint they bead and
wash they face, that thou appear not to fast, but to thy
Father who Is in secret: and thy Father who seeth in
secret wil repay thee. -Math. 6: 16-21
But, unfortunately. the fast was not so originated or so
orientated: and, as a result. it was lost in its own ''oon-poUtical,
nonreligious" misrepresentation. It was obviously organized by
those with strong political conviction against our involvement
in Vietnam, an organization which from the beginning destroyed
any beauty or altruism which could have been salvaged from
those three days of willful starvation and a letter, compromised
to be both political and religious so that as a group all the fasters
could sign.

GREEN COMET
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STAG

THE ISSUE OF COEDUCATION
Tttese quot~ refleet the ,..ned oplaIoaa aDd treDdli upreued by the lltudent body.

PRO

CON

If we are to be men of the future we must be able to deal with
women of the future - socially, intellectually and academically.
Co-ed is a step in this direction. It's necessary that women be located on campus to make co-ed really work.
The all-male college is one of the falsest, most unreal little
worlds ever created. Might as well get used to having women
around at the "U", because they're here for good on the outside.
It would diminish the present spirit but would greatly enhance
the over-all atmosphere by providing a DeW side to ",ery conflict
on this campus. Also, I don't believe this school has very much
tradition at the present time, anyway.
Educationally F. U. has reached or is reaching a level equal to
any other college. The social life and social graces that should be
learned in college, however, are not being learned. Therefore, I
support some form of coeducation.
I think it would improve Farfield intellectually but would also
give a psychologically healthier environment for education. I think
this aspect is as important as "intellectuality," per se.
I experienced it one year at Fordham - the whole environment for study, play, etc., was optimum!
The possibility of a "sister" school system such as Harvard
and Radcliffe should be looked into.
I think the social life at FU is decaying, and I think this would
be·a good opportunity to produce more wen rounded men.
You can't consider yourself fully educated until you've expelienced an appreciation of another's view. Fairfield needs variety
in its student body desperately if it expects to survive.
1 would prefer co--inatitution at Fairfield rather than coeducation, i.e., a situation similar to that of Notre Dame - St. Mary's.
Forty miles is a long way to go to see a girl for one date on a
weekend!
Further questions should have been included (such as the questions of a sister school set-up with the Sisters of Notre Dame) and
the type of coeducation preferred, (coordinate, "paper college, etc.)
T went to a Catholic co-ed high school for two years and then
an all boys school for two years and I definitely think that coeducation is best intellectually and socially.
I feel it is unnatural for a male of 20 years old not to desire
the opposite sex. So is a night out drinking with the boys really
considered a good time?
1 would like to see Fairfield as a real co-ed university; rather
than a half-way effort like co-op or co-ordinate plan would be.
I'm all for it. The same type of co·ed institution as St. Peter',,:.
Having attended several colleges and universities before
spending the last two years at Fairfield I find that the factor preventing FU from obtaining academic, social, and spiritual excellence is the absence of a coeducational system.
Why not! The other schools seem to survive. It will come
sooner or later, so why not now?
They should be required to meet the same standards that men
do on the academic level. I have heard many reports from other
co-ed Catholic colleges which retlect that women just ride right
through while the men have to do the work.
Co-ed dayhops sounds good. But co-ed boarding students
would invade the privacy of an all male community.
The school has a responsibility to begin admitting female students since there are few colleges (Catholic) for them in this area
if they cannot afford to board away.
We .....ant girls!!!
1 think the applications for admission would really increase if
we went co-ed. Most boys and girls would rather attend a co-ed
school while in college.

Socially the problem should be a reconsideration of the rela.
tionship between female schools and Fairfield before a jump at
co-ed could be considered.
I think it would be wiser for Fairfield to postpone the admittance of female students until it is more able to cope with the
problems which could possibly accompany the admittance of fe.male students.
Why should we do what other colleges do? Let us keep Fair.
field the good school it is now.
Many of us came to FU becaUS\! it was all male - we like it
this way.
Girls would mean a more hectic social life. and as it is I already don't do enough studying. The new restrictions would be
disgusting as are the ones already imposed.
Based on past experience, specifical)y that of S1. Peter's, I
know that there must be a three year lapse between the cliKuaaioa
and final action of the acceptance of females.
Does Yale need women students to make it the world renowned
school that it is? There are many Catholic girl schools crying for
superior students. Let the girls go there.
I believe that the slight social advantage would be far outweighed in the disadvantages of broken spirit, unattentive academics, and a departure from distinctiveness.
I think that the admittance of girJs would seriously detract
from the image that Fairfield has attained as a boys' school.
The overall relaxed atmosphere of campus and classroom life
would be hampered.
I like the neutral position taken by the S.T.A.G. (Students
Trying to Accept Girls.)
How can the induction of girls improve the rating? I'd rather
work up to the rating of Princeton or Dartmouth rather than that
of Syracuse or UCLA.
I hope the student vote means something, and itsn't disregarded if it disagrees with the Administration.
Apparently the trustees of FU are thinking of coeducation
because "everyone's doing it." This seems to me a meager argument for it. The strongest argument against it is the student body.
We came to all all male school on our own volition; this speaks
for itself.
J do feel that there are many existing institutions capable of
educating aerioua women students, so a rea! need does not exist.
I seliously doubt that Fairfield U. can be so bold to assume it
can offer a good education to a co-ed. They have yet to achieve an
adequate curriculum for the male student.
The plan may be more feasible at a later date. This plan has
been forced on the students too quickly. I don't feet that the plan
could be put into effect by next year without it being messed up in
some way.
Fairfield U. has the potential to be one of the great all-male
universities in the U.S. Let's give it a try.
One of the major reasons for many students (present and
alumni) for coming to FU was the fact that it was non.coeducational. Should it be the administration's destiny to stab US in the
back.
Instead the difficulty in attracting qualified female students
to a relatively expensive and previously all male school might
retard this school's approach to academic maturity.
I think the best thing that could be done would be to establish
a separate all.girls' college somewhere near FU. Then there could
be a co-ordination of certain aspects of col1elZe life while leaving
the strictly academic, i.e., classrooms, and the all-male campus
alone.
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General Education Expands
University Offerings
B)' Benoit. Poisson

Falrfield fire apparatU:i gathers at the Campus Center for the
fint real \fire of tbe ,rear. A smaU crease-fire In the snack bar
was quickly extlllgulsbed.

'Angry Arts'
Protest War
By Ray Faber

Protest against the war in
Vietnam has come forth from

various scgcmcnts of the Ameri·
can public. Recently, the artists
of New York organized a week
of protest, from Jan. 29 to Feb.
5 _ ''The Week of the Angry
Arts Against the War in Viet·
nam." The artists of New York
spoke through their own works
10 disassociate themselves from
U. S. policy in Vietnam.
Over forty events were presented: the many fields represented included: Drama, Dance,
Music - Classical and Avant
Garde, Cinema, Poetry, and
Art. Quite an assembly, as was
the collection of participating
artists, including: Paul Goodman, Susan Sontag, Allen Ginsberg. Andy Warhol. and Phil
Oehs to name some of the more
well.known participants.
It is impossible to commeJ1l
on all that occurred bUt some
of the more outstanding are
worthy of mention.
CaranUl
the week. a [loal
decorated wit h caricatures
o{ LBJ and depictions o{ various
war scenes stopped at corners
throughout Manhattan. From
the float, poets. folk singers.
actors, and artists displayed
through their mediwns their ab-horance of the war.
During

X. v. U. In the Village
N. Y. U.'s student center in
Greenwich Village was the
scene of many pc!rformances
during the "Weck of the Angl')'
Arts". Throughout the week a
1,200 foot canvas college of indignatio{l was displayed. The
college was assembled b)' over
100 artists and sculptures. This
effort at protest attracted con'
slderable attention and because
of the controversial nature of
some of the phraseology used in
the college, all of the! shades on
the windows surrounding the
college had to be closed.
Folk Book DIMent
A seven hour folk rock conce!rt was also presented at
N. Y. U. About 2,000 college students and "teenyhoppers" assembled at an audltorlum that
held only 1,000. DlfTiculUes with
the amplification systems led
one perfonner to commcnt,
"The administration can afford
to spend a quarter ot a miUioR
dollars fixing up the president'S

pad. but they won't give us microphones that work." The
world of folk rock was admirably represented by The
Blues Project, Phil Ochs, The
Fugs, Janis Ian and others. This
concert was probably the Intellectual ebb tide of a week that
stirred up many waves.
Judson Memorial
The Judson Memorial ChUl'Ch
was the scene of an informative
film symposium. At the outset
two U. S. Anny films were
shown. These films, though
classified as available for public
showing. were obtained only
after substantial difficulty - it
proved necessary for the Ameri·
can Civil Uberties Union to
to send a telegram to War
Secretary McNamara before the
films were received.. OUr Anny
films are technically well.done.
but the propaganda drew num·
erous laughs from the primarily
middle-aged audience. Comments were then made by Susan
Sontag, a turn~n intellectual
with social commitment. :Miss
Sontag repeatedly characterized
a statement of LBJ as "stupid".
Films from North Vietnam and
the National Liberation Front
were then screened. These were
interesting. but like our Anny
films, the facts were sometimes
obscured by the propaganda.
The Week of the Angry Arts
seemingly came off quite well;
time will tell if its desired intentions are rightfully brought
about.

"The purpose of the school of
General Education is to expand
the offerings of the wUversity.
It is for the benefit o{ the student body as welJ as the geneml
publie"
Mr. William Parker, director
o { the General Education
School. expressed with these
words the hope that the e.'(panded G e n era I Education
School at Fairfield could benefit the entire university community as well as the general
public.
10 SeuiolU
The non credit courses. running for ten Mondays and
Tuesdays beglUl this week and
will continue through April 17
and 18. The fee for the courses
is ten dollars for university stu·
dents and twenty five dollars
{or the public.
"It gives the student a chance
to be exposed to an intelleclual
experience beyond the regular
course offering:' said Professor
Parker.
Varied Fields
The General Education Program offers courses in such
varied fields as theology, flne
arts, business. English and history.
'The added fine arts cour"e,
conducted by Jay Kovatch on
Tuesdays. will treat modeling
and sculptoring with plastilina
clay. The workshop will cover
basic informa tion concerning
proportion and human and abstract {omu. The students perSORal approach and style will
be stressed..
Fine Arb
Also offered in the flne SI'ts
phase of the program will be a
workshop in Studlo Painlin" n.
Taught by Palko Lukacs. the
course will strive to help the
student with some experience to
understand his own style.
A new course oITered on the
General Education Program i:>
a course in reading skill impro"ements taught on Tuesdays
by Mrs. Eleanor C. Fitzgerald.
The course is aimed at helping
the individual acquire the reading skills necessan' for his
particular occupation.
The TIleOlogy department
faculty will discuss such topIcs as birth control. war and
peace. authority, and religious
life in a course entitled Churcb

Anthropologist Visits
Dr. Donald J. Ross and 01'.
James P. Vall have announced
lhat the American Anthropolog·
ieal Association has designated
Dr. Irving Rouse, Professor of
Anthropology at Yale Universily, as Vi:siting Professor and
Lecturer for the joint project
of the Bloloin-' and Sociology
Departments in Anthropology.
He ,'ViII lecture at Fairtleld
on Early Prehistory ahd CuIlural Evolution and hI!! ,1slt Is
plllJ11wd for the latter pad 01
the Sl)rtn~ semester ,,1th Dr.
Va.ll limiting the arrangements.
Dr. Rouse received his education at Yale and has been
awarded the Viking Fun d
Medal In anthropology and the!

Morrison Prize of the New
York Academy of Sciences. His
field or specialization Is Prehistoric Archaeology and his
area of specialization is the
Carrlbbean. His special interest
is World Prehistory and he has
done field work in Massachu·
setts, Connecticut, New York,
FlorIda, Cuba, Hat!, Puerto
Rico, Trlnldad and Venezuela.
His major publications inelude _ PrehlaUiry In Hatl Culture 01 the Ft. L1berte Reglon _
Arcbaeo10tn- of the
1\rAlllabon nul.!!. Ouba - Puerto
Rican Prehistory - A SUr\'e)of the Indian Rh'er Archaeolo·
tn·, F10rida - An Archaeological Chr'OnololO' 01 Vf'nezuela
and Venezuelan Archaeolon'"'

Problems after Vsticsn II.

Income Tax
Among other courses otrered
are: Income Ta.1tes for the Lay-

Olen, a review of income tax
legislation as it concerns the
employee, investor. professional,
and business man, with Prof.
Thomas J. Fitzpatrick, C.P.A.
A study of the Shakespea~",rl
Vision, lectures and discussions
on the major hL."'tory plays.
tragedies and comedies. with
Prof. Richard Regan; How Not
to be YoW' Own .P's)·chlatri8t,
what psychiatrity can and
cannot be expected to accornp-

IIsh, with Dr. Patrick H. Mc·
Donagh; and How to be a
Drama Critic, a not too serious
inspection of the great ages of
drama from the Greeks to the
current theatre of the Absurd
- a course {or those interested
in drama and its function as a
stage fOi' airing man's ideas
and ideals. with Prof. Robert
G. Emerich.
Further cou.rse and registration information may be 0btained by contacting the director of the General Education
SChool, Mr. William Parker,
Fairfield University.

Something To Say.
By .John Kulka.
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I'm quite sure! that all right thinking people are disturbed
concerning the lack of peace around the globe and particularly
in Vietnam; therefore, l must make a statement on the somewhat
questionable "starve {or peace" demonstration. It is reasonable
that when intelligent, sincere people form an opinion about any
situation the stre!ngth of their convictions urges them to direct
their actions and energies in a positiVe! way for a solution to the
problem. The particlpnnts In last week's demonstration conducted
a fast as "an act of penilenc<," for the war in Vietnam. It was
also a "Fast for Peace."
It is my opinion, howevcr, that this act was not a positive
means for the pragmatic solution for the problem of peaee. The
demOll!!ltmlors chose fI, rellrioull ac' to express their concern for n
problem that needll a. political solution. Therefore, I believe thal
in realily the partakers did nothing (or anyone but themselves.
We are all frustrated by our powerlessness and inability to
do anYthing concrete and immediate concerning the war in Vietnam. Perhaps fasting for peace and in reparation for sins aile\'iates these frustrations but It In no way alters any Intelligent,
practical solutions to the problems that the demonstrators are
really concerned about.
I'm sure that the people in Vietnam, starving and bleeding
to death in the unbearable heat and mud of their terrain, don't
care whether or not some middle ciass. healthy American students
and facuIty decide to make that very admirable decision to live
only on rice and tea for three big days. This great sacrifice did
nothing positive for these unfortunate people. U the food and
money saved from this fast had been transported to those who
are really stan-ing, then this demostration would have offered a
practical solution to one of the many problems. Perhaps if the
students who are so "concerned" made the personal decision to
leave their American wa)' of life and enlisted 8.! an aid in the
medical corp volunteering to work in the hospitals in Vietnam,
then their "concern" could be appreciated.
As it was, howe"er, this phenomenOn was characterized b)'
affectation, lack o{ serious thought, and a "jump on the band
"'agon" attitude. Serious introspective thought, in many cases.
was substituted by the sheer novelty and excitement of the event.
1 {aU to see the sacrUice in the '\"er')' 'Proud ADd well ach·ertlsed
decision on behall of lIOIDe of the participant-. 10 embark upon a
three "4)' seml·fllllt knowlnc that on !be da)' after the fast the;r
would not onl)' be ph)'sleall)' rontent but mentally proud. To ass0ciate the word sacrifice to a decision of this kind seems to me to
be almost sacrilegious. It would not only be false but foolish to
accuse all the partakers of being deliberately deceptive in their
actions; more than likely, most were sinf:ere. What cannot be
tolerated are those who participated for the sheer human respect
of it.
The hyPOCrisy behind the demonstration was witnessed in a
statement issued before the event began deelarlng that It was
not to be a "political manifestation." However, to know some of
the men on the faculty who participated in the demonstration is
to know just how political the demonstration was. There were
also factions involved that desired to make known their concern
for peace in the world yet wanted "hands off" the Vietnam Issue.
In short. those Involved desired peace around the world but were
unwilling to cope with the actual problem at hand which Is how
to achieve this peace and particularly In VIetnam. This is where
the demonstration lost Its value and forfeited any positive action
for peace.
I cannot deny that there were sincere intentions with which
some of the more mature participants approached this demonstration. However, I find that it was 'extremely unfortunate that the
organizers chose such a negative means with whIch to demon·
strate their concern. Furlhennorc, any criticisms offered to the
sincere partakers cannot begin to compare with my criticism of
those self-righteous individuals who possess the utter impudence
to accuse the non-partakers a~ bC!lng cowardly, unreliable and un·
dependable human helng... The participation of the actton for
actions' sake and close minded Individuals was the most unfortunate factor in the whole demonstration.
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F.U.C.A.P.,No. 2 in

~tate,

Growing
those interested in their fe1lDW'

8y ltobert Ruddock

Fairfield University Co mmunity Action Program currently ranks seeond in Connecticut in total volunteer:> behind
Yale Uni\·ersit)'. Yale is five
times larger than Fairfield in
student enrollment. With the
beginning of the new semester,
a drive is under way to enlarge
the number of students in the
voluntary program here at
Fuirfield,
Fairfield's program of voluntal'y s('I'Vicc presently accounts
for over half of all voluntary
tutoring in the entire city of
Bridgeport, Conn. F,U.G.A.P.
is listed in the National Tutoring Directory publ.bhed by the
Tutor Assisting Genter in Washington, D. C.
Senft Phases
f".U.CA.P. has seven phases.
These are the Voluntary Tutoring Program, volunteers to the
Chi I d Guidance Center in
Bridgeport. work in the Bridgeport Detention Home for Adolescents, service in the Kennedy Center for retarded children, volunteers for the Father
Panic Village, volunteers for
the Father Dinan Center to
wOI'k with emotionally disturbed children, and the Folk
Corale.
While F.U.C.A.P. is cO-OI'dinatcd by MI'. Ronald Bianchi,
further co-ordlnation is done by
the Christian Action Group of
Fairfield under the direction of
Father Thomas Fitzpatrick, its
moderator, and William Coffin
'68, its president.
Fairfield University Community Action Program was
founded In September of 1966
under the direction of Mr.
Bianchi. Actually, Mr. Bianchi
became the enlarger and c0ordinator after the inception of
such a commumt)' service by
Fr. James Bresnahan in 1962 as
a part of the Sodality, now
known as the Christian Action
Group.

maD."

While taking on this approach
to practical experience in interested areas. Mrs. Bianchi made
it clear that, "Volunteer services hope to provide an insight to the undergraduates on
problemsof poverty as they exist
today, with the hope that these
students will some day allign
themselves with the goals of
the National Way on Poverty as
adopted." Mr. Bianchi further
stated, "We feel this will contribute to the development of
the student In both a practical
and ChrisUan light."

,fames

I)eFroIUO.

118. talon .. Bridpport.

itself, the seven phases are student coordinated. William Cof·
fin is head oC the Voluntary
Tutoring Program. Volunteers
10 the Child Guidance Center
are headed by John Jopling
'67. At the Bridgeport Detention Home for Adolescents,
George Heine '66 is the student
co-ordinator with the cooperalion of the Juvenile Court of
Bridgeport. Joseph Cl'sppanzano
'67, a psychology major, directs
student voluntary service at the
Kennedy Center. The "Big BJ'O-.
ther" program at Father Panic
Village is headed by resident
assistant Edward Shuck. Another resident assistant, Frank
Quinn, directs the student volunteers at Father Dinan Center
for the Emotionally Disturbed.
Acting director of the Folk
Corale is Edward Shine '65.
Jle<un In ...
Volunteer service to the community was begun in 1964 with
\'olunteers being sent to Columbus Elementary S c h 001 in
Bridgeport. In 1964 there were

t .....elve members. Ninteen sixl)
five saw the expansion of the
program to include Franklin
Elementary SChool and the
OIiJd Guidance Center by twenty members.
In September 1965, under the
new coordination of Mr. Ronald
Bianchi, the service wB,f5\U"thel'
expanded to include volunteers
from Fairfield Prep as well as
more students' from the University. The services of these
students went to the Child
Guidance Center, Columbus.
Franklin. Waterville elementary schools, and Harding and
Central high schools.

EqMatdon

With the current academic
)'ear came the further expansion of services with 0 n e
hundred volunteers. In the
fields of tutoring and child
guidance. programs were begun
in the Kenned)' Center for Retarded Children. the Father
Dinan Center for the Emotionally Disturbed. and with the
Juvenile Court in Bridgeport.

Although not a1riliated with
the national program, yet based
on its concepts, a Big Brother
Program was started in the Father Panic Village in Bridgeport. A Folk CornIe was instituted to entertain at hospitals,
nursing homes and or,>hanages.
Presently the volunteer membership is over two hundred. As
Mr. Bianchi pointed out, "Volnulcer services offers programs
meaningfUl to any interested
undergraduate who may have
designs In lhe field of pSychology, sociology, education, or

WPI Prof Addresses
Chemistry Club
By .Jams MoOoftI'D

Fairfield University Chemisthe direction of
William Beclanan and Fr.
Rtuchinson, S.J., initiated Its
second semester activities by
sponsoring Professor R. C.
Plumb as guest lecturer, Protry Club, under

Student Coordinated

Under the Christian Action
Group and within F.U.C.A.P.

Still Your Best Buy

Sludents
Visil ABC
Today the Student Conunlttee of the Marketing Club and
the Moderator, Mr. Thomas
Plnkman, are scheduled to visit
1 h e American Broadcasting
Company in New York.
For the benefit of the students, ABC has scheduled a
meeting with their Marketing
Department. There will be two
sessions, the first will cover an
address by the Heads of each
department of the Company describing their functions and
graphic presentations of their
work. The second session will
be turned over to a period of
questions and answers on the
part nf the sbldents.
This Is tilt' first time that the
Marketing Cnb has had occo.slon to visit a broadcasting
company, and to have access to
the many facets of organization from the marketing point
of view by a major broadcast·
i.ng organization.
Some 50 members of the club
are scheduled to attend. 1be
outing was under the student
direction of RodoUo J. Chiavl,
('68.)

Discount To All F. U.
Across The Board

Boys!
•

Remember our beeutifully leundered shirts processed with
amezin9 new "BUTION-ON" built-in deoderant

ExchnIYely ours In this area.

....

'.

FAIRFIELD

eLlAII • • • TAlLO.'

Wide Acclaim
the short history

of
F.U.G.A.P., the program has
met with wide acclaim.. Mr.
Ader of the Child Guidance
Center commended Fairfield on
its work at the Center. The
Bridgeport Board of Education
has recognized the UniVBSity's
volunteer program and its contributions on many occasions.
The Juvenile Court of Bridgeport has acclaimed Fairfield's
program as one of the most
profitable in recent years.
Meeting with such success,
Mr. Ronald Bianchi has been
able to establish new programs
with Fairfield County and
schools such as Andrew Warde
H. S., Roger Ludlowe H. S
Stamford catholic H. S .• and
St. Joseph's H. S. In Trumbull.
In

CENTER

PLAZA

TEL. 255-1068
1580 POST ROAD. FAIRRELD

(essor Plumb, a past lecturer
of the C1emistry ClUb, is a Pr0fessor of chemistry at Worcester PolytechnJ.caI Institute.
Profesor Plumb addressed
several members of the faculty.
the ctH:mistry club members,
and thell" guests on the topic of
chemical kinetics. In his dlscussion he treated both the
thennodynamical approach and
the more recent theory of entrophy, based on the probabilit.y
of the fitate of matter in space.
Following his speech Profes_
sor Plumb demonstrated several
devices that directly employed
the phenomenon of entropy. He
concluded his lecture with a
short discussion on the motion
of molecules in the di1rerent
states of matter with the aid
of an apparatus that simulated
their motion and reflected it
upon an overhead projector. An
informal dlscuss10n followed the
Iect\tte.
Future chemistry Club actvities include guest lecturer from
the University of Connecticut.
and several student and faculty
lectures on various topics.
Any freshmen interested in
joining the Chemistry club,
should get in contact with
Wllllam Beckman, Box 158.

,.,.'Sght
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Walker and Koski Pace
Friars Over Stags, 89-71
B1 RidJard Peck

The wizardry of Jim Walker
coupled with an unexpectedly
6ne etrort from Tony Koski
powered the torrid shooting
Friars of Providence to an
89-TI victory over the Stags.
All American Jim Walker
scored 35 points and played a
magnUicent "oor game 10 spark
the FrIars. However, unheralded
Tony Koski proved to be the de-chUng factor as he contributed
16 points and 12 rebounds 10
their cause.
AI; uual

the Fairfield altaet

wu paeed. by Bm IODN

aDd

CbarUe PhUUpa who tallied !1
and 18 markers respeettvely.
The "Bed Rocker 1111 oa I of
15 attempt. from Ute Ioor.

Although the Stags hit a very
respectable 48% of their shots,
the FrIars stole the &how as
they bombed away at 56% clip.
Fairfield suffered baD handling problems. Repeated tumovers, coupled with defensive
lapses, spelled doom (or the
Stags.
OatreboaDded

Probably the most amllZln&"
aspect of the loss was (ound In

BID lones IlCOfeS on II twiSting layup In !be P!'o,..tdeoce cunc
_ Tooy Koald. Mike Rlonl~ ~•.'1 Hay~ walch ...~.

the ~ department.
Providence controUed the back
boards by a 41·29 rnarpn. They
erabbed 20 caroms in the 5CCODd halt, while the Stags could
manaa:e but elctn.
Early .....

The game opened with a close
battle as the lead cbani:ed
hands on six occasions in the
lnltial seven minutes. '!be
Stags jumped orr to a 6-2 lead
as Bill Jones and Larry Cirina
each connected for three points.
The Friars quickly rallied and
went ahead to stay on AI
Hayes' lay up at the 13:07
mark. Superb shooting by Jim
Walker enabled Providence to
lengthen their lead. At one
stretch the "Mayor" dropped in
eight of ten points for the
Friars. As the half came to a
close, the Stags were trailing
4.....
To add to their woes, the
Stags were lee cold as the sec4
ond half opened.. An eight p:>int
spurt gave Providence a 53-36
advantage.
RaJ1 Fall. Sbort
As the FrIars rolled up the
..'Qunt to 57-46, Coach Bisacca
ordered the Stags into a half·
court zone press which had
Prolvdence v III b I y shaken.
11'telr lead was cut to nine
points with seven minutes r~
malnlng.
However, the drive fizzled
and Providence came back to
uutscore Fairfield 1>7 In the
closing nUnutes to pull a 89-TI
wln.

February IS, 19t:.7

New Hockey Team
On the Way Up
One of the new athletic
teams this year is the Fair:fl.eld
Univer:.;ty Hockey Team. Although hampered by a lack of

funds, the team has come a
long way in developin& leam
spirit coupled with a Cair degree of competence.
The Hockey leam, under the
capable direction of Coach
TImothy Conway. has been
practicing every Monday evening at the Norwalk Crystal
Rink in Norwalk. Conn.. ~
cause of financial problems, the
team has been forced to operate
on a very limited schedule. It
lost a scrimmage to Norwalk
Comunity College early in the
season 5-3. Last Wednesday
evening it lost a 4-2 decision to
a semi-pro team lrom Norwalk.
Both games were plaYed at thE'
Crystal Rink.
However, their slow start Is
in no way indicative of the
team's potential. With such outstanding players as Bob Peck,
Ben Hill, Phil Miller and Tony
Hartigan, it \\Ill] not be long
before the team is compctinl-:
aaginst some ot Ihe finest
schools in the area.

Coach Conway's plans are to
scrimmage with several semipro teams in the area, gradu 4
ally developing an experienced
and well-balancr:d team. This
Monday they will play the

TT
rOB h Ch a lk ()
p

V.
L'

"Wolverines". a semi4pro team
from Norwalk.
Next year the team will be
competing In the Norwalk
County League. Coach Conw~'
believes that with a little ef·
fort and some financial aid.
Fairfield should make a very
respectable showing in this
league.

AccreditillCJ
Committee
ContLaued from Page J
field, was on the accrediting
committee. so the examination
was put ofT for another year.
The graduate and undergraduate schools were both re-cvalu·
oted to see if they were continuing along good educational
lines. The credentials of faculty,
ndminlstration. and students
were looked into. as well as
the operations of the University
in general. The committee also
lent an eye to future activities
and development, such as the
new library and new science
building.
The New England Association
o( Colleges and secondary
Schools, which Is a division of
the nallonal accrediting group,
evaluates all colleges located in
the New England area.

'0. 8 •
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Ruggers Need Aid
'
For Penn State Trip I!~~~~~":m!~~elfo~~~~-':'es,~~-th~~O
Fairfield Unlversity's fin e

Rugby Club will open Its spring

season in early April against
"-- been
P enn State. The Ieam.......
I
I
n
'
tn·"ted
v.
0 pay r-o:..... S TUggers
,- spnng
.
as a , ea tu re 0 f th ell
weekend.
Bart Franey. club president,
announced that the ruggers will
need seven hundred dollars to
send three entire teams to - the
match. To raise the money, the
team will sponsor a "donation.
rarrte," offering ten major
prizes. It Is hoped that each
student will purchase three
ratrle tickets for one dollar or
merely make a donation of a
doUar.

First prize is a dinner for
two or the equivalent cash
Fairfield's diminished fresh·
thereof, al the '-rop of The man basketball team continued
S' s ~
°--1 uran I·III N ew Yor k to """"rate
with impressive skill
"P'Th
• • third in their vlcto..... over Central
e secon
an
'J
~-- will he gifl ce,LIIICII
~"--Ies
Connecticut State CollCKC· l)e..
POLIOS
f~ the men's section of the spite losing four key players,
Fa1~I~ Departme."wi11I.Store. The the frosh Stap beat State
be t
98-86 and put on an entertain~~a:"~g prues f I
RugbWO ing display o( courtmanship.
IC e s
o.r any 0 wo
y
Club parties.
The game started slowly with
Franey urges that aU stu4 both tearns working hard for
dents support the drive so that their points. State was first to
the club can make the trip. It get hot from the floor with
is an excellent opportunity tor Tony Festa and Bill Vennette
the ruggers to spread the rep.. shooting well from the Olltside.
Sta"""
utaHan of Fairfield U n l v e r The
slty
" - kept in the .~e
and also to make the line show. with the help of good foul shoot·
ing of which they are capable.
Ing by Ken Hojnowskl and
Fronk Magaletta.
Midway in lhe first half
Mag-alena began his streak
which by now is becoming tao
RECORD
PCT.
milar to freshmen fans. Clawing
1.000 away at the defense, Magaletta
1.000 scored from the sides with an
4·1
.800 amazing efficiency that brought
.800 the crowd to life. He finished
4-1
3-1
.750 the night with 34 points, to
3-1
.750 lead aU scorers.
.667
2·1
In the meantime, Ken Hojo3-2
.800 nawski put up a fine battle
2-2
.500 under both the defense and of·
2-3
.400 fenslve boards. Sammy King,
1-3
.250 who scored seventeen points,
1-3
.250 also made a large contribution
.250 on defense. Bottling up State's
1-3
JlOO offensive thrusts, King had the
.000 stands in an uproar with his
.000 constant hustle, racing back

and then sleuthfully stripping
the ball from the hands of
State's driving playen.
The • __ wound up at halt.
...........
lime with Ihe Sla- tn Ihe lead
.. ~
45-4l In the third
quarter
Fainiekl began where they lef~
off. Breudreault. Miller and
Hojonowskl were playing tough
ball wben Wayne Gibbons took
over the show.
Glbbons Ta&o:K Control
Having had a good fint half
managing the Stag ofTense. now
the 6' backcourtman let loose
. h nme
. • e I. go at s f rom every
Wit
position on the "oor. Mixing IIp

the basket and popping froID
long distances, he had State's
defense gasping for air. Gibbons totalled Tl points. Though
C
entral Conn_ also had the hot
hand. they could not cope with
Gibbons and Magaletta, who
kept the cords rustling for the
d
I
f
urat on a the game.
Fouls Hurt State
State eventually ran into foul
trouble. With Hojonowskl (who
rounded out the major scoring
with]6 pointsJ. and King toRether making fifteen for seven·
tf!(?n from the line, the Stags
ro lIed to the Ir 8 th win of the
season.

Intramural Basketball Standings
1.

2
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

TEA"

Campion 4
.
Regis 1
,
.
Campion:; .......•.......
Campion 2
.
Gonzaga 2
.
'Regis 3
.
Loyola 2
.
Regis Ground ......•.. , ..
Gonzaga 3
.
Loyola 3
,
.
Regis 4 ...............•..
Gonzaga Ground ........•
Loyola 1
.
Regis 2
_..........•..
Glenmary Sem...........•
(ionzaga 1 .. , .........•..

...'"

..........

Wayae Glbbons doesn·t let Pro"klence d~feDders botMr hbn
as he merely oulraeeM them to the buc:ket.
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Frosh Hurt By Loss Of Big Men
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Sam KIIlK 8COr~ n.gaJnst the Providence frosh df!lllPlte the
etrorb of Gerry McNair, wh05e great defensh'e pla.v enabled
him ti) block mllny attempts in the contellt.
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CAN
A
PRIEST
BE
A
MODERN
MAN?

'a.

)

,j

• The PauJist Father is a modern
... in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans, He is amissionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fu~
till his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tion of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor·
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y. 10019

Many Fine Teaching
And Administrative
Positions Available
Public, Private and College
Register now lor early
placement
The Cary Teachertl' ,\gene)'
Of 8.D.rtfo1'd, Coon.

Tel_

(203)

5~2133

Member: National Association 01 Teachers' Agencies

Board Strength Needed;
Lose To Friar s, 91-84
By Ed WllJ.iMDI

lour point lead with lI.ve min-

The Freshmen basketball
team ftnally lelt the loss 01 Art
Good and Rich Schoenbeck
against the Providence Friars.
They came up on the short end
of a 91-84 score as the game
was ultimately decided by the
Stags' 1 a c k of re-boundlng
strength.
In a hard fought contest,
made exciting by Its torrid
pace, the Friars held a slim

uteS rema1nlng. However, the
Stags could not COPe with the
potent scoring punch of Charlie

Conway and CraIg Cullen and
were never to get any closer.
Early Lead
Falntleld jumped to an early
lead on buckets by Sammy
King and Frank Magaletta and
managed to stay just ahead 01
the Friars until Craig Cullen
hit two foul shots and Gerry

Norwich Nips Fencers
The rencing team lost a
heartbreaking match to Norwich Academy or Vermont by
a score 0114-13. The roeet was
not decided until the final bout,
as Jim Ellsworth of Fairfield
wenl down to defeat In the epee
division, 5-3.

captured two victories.
However, the final verdict or
the match was found In the
sabre division where the Stag
fencers were overcome by a
potent Norwich threesome.
In their next bout, the fencers
will be matC!hed aaginst one of
the top teams of the East,
Trinity College 01 Connecticut.

Since the scoring system in
rencing Is relatively unknown
to the average sports enthusiast, the following will serve as
a concise explanation. 1bere are
three weapons -IoU. sabre and
epee. In each division nine
matches are played by three
men, adding up to a maximum
of Z1 total points.

the short end of a lopsided
45-14 score, despite Mat Hube'r';;:
team high of 6 points.

In the bout against Norwich,
}o'airtleld captured most of iu
points In the foil and epee divisions. Jim Sullivan and Russ
Panzencko each were undefcat·
ed in the epee section, as both
won three matches. ]n the foil
segement, captain Ken Shailer
also joined the ranks or the un·
dereated, while Jim Regan

In other p.mell. Regis Groum.
swept a pel.r, first lrom the
Glenmary Seminary, 58-11, with
Tom Henneken's 18 points and
Larry Sullivan's 14, leading the
wIlY, and then a 62-60 verdict
from Regis 4, Tom Hennekens
again paced the winners with
18 points.
campion 3 bounced back from

The fencers are practicing par.
ticuarly hard lor this match
because the coach of Trinity Is
Mr. Ken Shailer, the rather of
one of Fairfield's members.
The lencers believe that a
victory in this match would
boost tC!am spirit and help make
the season a total success, ending it on a happy note.

Intramurals
Coatlnued from

Pace ••

Con't.

McNair a jump shot in the d0$Ing minute of the Ant half..
However, with but five seooodI
remaining in the 1I.nt half,
Frank Maga1etta found the

range for a basket.
TIed a& Halt

On the Friars' in-bounds play,
Wayne Gibbons stole the ball
and passed It to SIlITU1\Y Kin&'
who sank a mld-court shot at
the buzzer. Thus, both teams
had to settle for a 46-46 tie at
intermission.
However, Providence started
the second half red-hot and
couldn't be stopped. by tbe
Stags. The Friars were Jed by
the scoring of CraIg Cullen. wbo
accounted for 22 of the team's
47 in this half.
Providence also showed scme
fine board strength, as they c0nstantly held the Stag frash to
one shot on otrense. The Stags
could not cope with the hIgbnylng Friar pair of Cralg CUllen
and Gerry McNair.

..........

Coach Lou Saccooe's team
have lost the ball came
but certainly not any respKt as
they played a 1I.ne game and
tume-l:! in a 1009E0 drort. sammy King displayed some fine derenslve talent as he eonstantly
hawked the Friars, stn.1lDg the
ball ten times.
Craig Cullen led all scoren
with 35 points and was IIbJy
supported by his teammate
Olarlle Conway with 23. For
Fairfield, Frank Magaletta was
high, scoring 29 points. followed
by 5ammy King and Wayne
Gibbons, who had 23 and 17
respectively.

may

its upset loss earlier in the week
and handed Gonzaga Ground a
sound p u m m e Ii n g. 66-25.
"Phleuge" McAuley led the
stiU-bopelu! "Bumsmen" with
17 points. C2 made it two wins
lor the week and four out 01
Ave overall with an easy 54-39
victory over Loyola 3 who had
beaten Gonzaga 1 34-21 earlier
in the week. Regis 1, which Is
In second place with a 4-0
record, was idle.
Snow curtailed the rest or the
week's action.

SPORTS PERSONALITY
By Paul Jlugtle1J
A close friend describes this
week's Sports Personality as "a
grown up kid who you just
can't help but love," and odd
as it may seem such a statement best captures the unique
character of Bill Boyd.
The handsome serUor was an
A II • Cit y and All-5ectional
choice w h i I I" attending St.
Augustine's high school in his
native Brooklyn, New York.. It
was here that the driving influence or a certain Brother
Jerome moulded his character,
as well as tagging him with the
familiar nickname 01 "Bud:'
Boyd's emergence as a top
night performer this year 101lowed three years of injuries
which hampered him intermittently. He sat out his lreshman
year lollowing a knee operation for a tom cartllage and be
missed the Western tour last
year due to appendicitis.
"Bud" has showed serious
overtones in becoming a major
asset to the team this year.
He Impro\.·cs with each game
and or late has finnly established hlmsell as a top otrenslve

threat, as evidenced by his
game high 01 19 points against
Rider and his personal apex of
21 against Georgetown.

decided on a career but his
bubbly personality and easy go-

ing nature should open up
doors to a bright future,

Bill's success on the court
comes as no major surprise. He
is the hardest driver on the
team and Is the most accurate
long range bomber, dropping in
25 and 30 footers with uncanny
consistancy. He is an excellent
leaper and uses his muscular
6'4" frame to hustle rebounds.
"Bud" Is an equally exciting
person ot! the OOUrL He has an
eye catching smile and amazingly magnetic personality. His
latest flame is Sherry and In·
siders hlnt that "she could be
the real thing."
Olten classified as a "Jersy
Jet," "jitter" and "sklddo,"
"Bud's" moves on the court are
rivaled only by his superb
fakes on the dance 600r. He
is considered an amazing
dancer, "similar to the Franko."
BIU ia prftently an Enilish
major and is mulling over
Offlcen Candidate SChool or
graduate echool after hia departure. He is admIttedly un·

_Boyd

--
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TOUGH ROAD AHEAD
- BONNIES TONIGHT
By Ed WDUarns
After .. brief .topon~r in the
Fair6dd Gym. the Vanity
bUketb&ll team. .ill take to the
roU aga1D to face two red-hot

._to.

1beir first match will be St.
Bonaventure, a team which is
currently playing their best ball
oC the season. American Uni-

versity,

one

of

the

hotest

teams in the East w:l1l be their

next opponent.
Bonneatunl Game
ToDlPt, the SUp wUI travel
to New York's famed Madl80n
Square Garden to playa. \'lutty
improved team from St. Bonaventure. The BoPme. ha\'e been
playing excellent ball of late
after an inJury-prone first baH
of the !leUOn.

The return of 6'8" Paul Slappenbeck hall given the "Brown

Indians" additional boa r d
strength and is an inside scorIng threat.
The attack centers around
their two fine forwards, Bill
Butler and George Carter. This
outstanding combinaUon poured

in 64 points in the Bonnie rout
over Canisius and will certainly
cause trouble for the defensive
tacties of George Bisacca.
Bringing the ball up for St.
Bonaventure ",ill be two newcomers to the starting lineup,
Sophs Vince Martin and Mike
Kull, who have been rapidly developing into two fine playmakers.
Veterans Jeff Hazzard and
Jim Satalin will be ready on
the Bonnie bench waiting for
coach l...aITy Weise's call.
After their rout of Canisius,
St. Bonaventure travelled to
Providence where they finally
met their match, as the Friars
routed them by 15 points.
American Game
On Friday, the Stags wUl
Journey to A.rllngton, Virginia. to
take on the rapidly de\'cloplng
American Unlverslty EagIP.$.
Under the be coaehInl' of Al
Kyber, the team ball be&'UD to
blO8llOtn Into one of tbe top
clubB of the East.
Two juniors spearhead the
attack for the Eagles, Art
Beatty and
Ray Ruhling.

BeattY, a 7'1" center, is currently the third leading rebounder In the nation, hauling
down 19 per game. He also
leads the Eagles' scoring at·
tack with an average of better
tban 23 points a game.
Ray Ruhling is a fine backeourt man who is another
threat In scoring, with an average of better than 16 points per
contest.
Junior forwards, 6'7" Gary
Horkey and 6'5" Wilfred
Lucas, help both to bolster the
rebounding strength and give
added scoring to the Eagles'
attack.
Eagles Hot
After three opening losses to
Georgetown, Temple and Navy,
American University organized
their attack and b<!came redhot. They have won 9 of their
last 11 games, inch.lding an
overtime upset of highly-rated
LaSalle, and will be hoping to
add Fairfield as their next victim.

Stags Bounce Broncs, 79-63
By KIcbard Peck
A depleted Rider College
menaced the Stags for over
twenty~ve minutes before succumbing 79-63.
Employing: annoying s low
down, ball control tactics, the
Broncs unnerved both players
and fans as they continually
took the full ten seconds and
sometimes more to bring the
ball up court,
Charlie Phillips gave an OI..Itstanding all around performance
as he tallied eighteen points,
grabbed ten rebounds, and led
the zone press which cracked
the game open.
Boyd Stan
BUI Bo)'d emerred (or the
first tlme thlA lIf:uon

There's no doubt about tbis one Q8 Bill Jones ltu.ft'll In two
polnU! after he 1111I01'00 Il loose ball In the Rider game,

NOTICE

NOTICE

All those healers who signed up lor

THE STAG, and other interested students,
will have a meeting tomorrow, Tlwrsday, at

3:15 ill THE STAG office.

Ted Sotlnsky 8Cores from In c.10lIe over the OUlatretched IlrrM
l\. Rldl,lJ' defc.nder.

or

all

the

StaK'a leading IlCOrer, Connee~
lng on long "downtown" ,tump.
en and drtvlnr lay ups, Bud
dropped In nlnet.eell marken.
During the initial period the
lead changed hands on fourteen
occasions. Jim Laczelere's push
shot gave RJder an 18-17 lead
with ten minutes remaining in
the halt.
Larry Cirina's long jump shot,
coupled with three Quick field
goals by Charlie Phillips, jumped the count to 25-18 In favor
of the Stags,
The Broncs refused to fold.
Continuing their slowdown patterns, they cut down the margin. A six point spurt In the
final minute evened the score at
34 as the ftrst half came to an
end.
Falrtleld failed to force the
Broncs to play the Stags usual
QUick paced offense, The count
was deadlocked at 40 all after
five minutes In the second period.
Coach George Bisacca or-

dered his charges to apply the
pressure. The zone press de-fense lina1Iy forced the crack
in Riders' stalling tactics.
A driving lay up by Bill
Boyd put the Stags ahead 42-40,
a lead which they never relinquished. Olarlie Phillips added
a three point play and Bill
Pritz' two fouls upped the count
to 4740.
The BrODa. held on desperatel)', but a three point pla,r
by Art Keune,)' and four points
b)· Btll JODes t(Ulledoed any
hopes for & Rider ('()II1eblU'k lUI

tbe Stags took a oonunandlnJt
66-501 lead with onl)' four min·
utel!i remalnlnj[.

Fairfield continued 10 rout
Rider In the dosing minutes.
The Stags tallied 11 of tbe final
13 points to raCe to 79-63 victory.
Fairfield msuled Rider oft' the
boards, as they grabbed 59 caroms to the Broncs 30, Bill
Jones led the Stags with nineteen rebounds.
Ron Cooper led all scorers
with 21 points, Ball handler
John Goodwin added seventeen
markers before fouling out.
The Broncs' new coach, John
Carpenter. was forced to use
several inexperienced personnel
due to the loss of Grl'g Cisson
and Bob J:ktmpsey.

Campion 4, Regis 1
Remain Undefeated
By "lIkl'" Dlmelfllo
A'S. the second quarter of the
basketball season got under way
last week, Campion 4 and Regis
1 emerged conspicuously as the
only undefeated learns.
Cllmpion 3 UI.!wt
PreviOUSly undefeated CampIon 3 took took a heart-breaking Joss and fell to third place
in the slanding. wh!'!n it met
Campion 2's
well- balanced
cagel'S. Coach Tom Cl'Owley's
squad had three men in double
figures as Bill Palmer, Bill Connolly and John Langan had 15,
14, and 11 points respectively,
in dealing Campion 3 a tough
51-49 overtime defeat, John
Conroy's 13 points were high
for Campion 3. whose record
slipped to 4-1.

Sn)'dl'r S<:ores 27
Top-ranked Campion 4 took
Iwo A:ames to lift their spotless
record to 5-0. Regis 4 was the
first to fall at the hands of
Campion 4's high-powered atlack. Four men scored in
double figures with Pat Scully's
15 points leading the way to a
70-57 victOI'Y over a stubborn
R-4 leam. Outstanding in the
game wa" "Duke" Snyder who
taWed 27 points in the losing
cause.
Victory came much easier in
C-4'~ game vs. the Glenmary
school. About the only thing the
priests of tomorrow sutte<1ed
In doing was to slow down
C-4's league-leading offence, but
they still found themselves on
Continued on Pace 9

